Abstract-Many machine learning problems concern with discovering or associating common patterns in data of multiple views or modalities. Multi-view learning is of the methods to achieve such goals. Recent methods propose deep multi-view networks via adaptation of generic Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), which concatenate features of individual views at intermediate network layers (i.e., fusion layers). In this work, we study the problem of multi-view learning in such end-to-end networks. We take a regularization approach via multi-view learning criteria, and propose a novel, effective, and efficient neuron-wise correlationmaximizing regularizer. We implement our proposed regularizers collectively as a correlation-regularized network layer (CorrReg).
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY machine learning problems concern with discovering or associating common patterns in data of multiple views or modalities. Typical applications include retrieving images from texts or vice versa, combining visual and audio signals for content understanding, and object recognition from visual observations of multiple modalities. Data of different views usually contain complementary information, whose statistical distributions in the high-dimensional measurements of individual views may also be different. Multi-view learning methods aim to exploit information contained in multiple views to better accomplish specified learning tasks. In this work, we take image classification, in particular multi-view or multi-modal object recognition (e.g., recognizing objects from K. Jia RGB and depth images), as the primary example to study the problem of multi-view learning.
Given feature observations of different views, existing multi-view learning approaches learn latent space representations in either deterministic [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] or probabilistic manners [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . The learning objective is to make resulting features of different views at each dimension of the latent space more related with each other, where relations may be measured by different metrics/criteria [9] , [10] , [4] . Among various techniques, Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [1] and its extensions [11] , [12] , [2] are the most representative ones. For example, given two-view data, CCA learns pairs of linear projections so that in the projected space, features of both views are maximally correlated at corresponding dimensions.
Following the success of deep learning [13] , [14] , deep multi-view learning methods [2] , [15] are also proposed recently for learning deep features from multi-view data. These methods apply multi-view learning criteria (e.g., CCA) on top of multiple single-view deep networks (cf. Figure 1 -(a) for an illustration); a two-stage scheme of iterative learning is usually adopted to train the network parameters, where viewspecific features are learned until the very top layers, to which either a sequential step of multi-view criteria followed by the objectives of the specified learning tasks or regularized learning objectives that seek a balance between multi-view criteria and the final tasks of interest, are applied. Alternatively, one may design deep architectures that concatenate at intermediate network layers (fusion layers) output features of lower, parallel layer streams for individual views [3] , [8] , [16] , followed by upper network layers for specified learning tasks (e.g., image classification, cf. Figure 1 -(b) for an illustration). Such end-toend networks have the advantage that the final tasks of interest are achieved directly at the network outputs. However, output features of the lower, parallel streams in such networks capture view-specific patterns, which may not be aligned in a common space for a ready fusion in the subsequent layers.
To enjoy the advantage of end-to-end learning while collaboratively benefiting from different views, multi-view learning criteria could be exploited to improve the relations between resulting features of the lower, parallel streams. Under the framework of regularized function learning, this amounts to training network parameters by penalizing objectives of the main learning tasks with correlation-maximizing regularization at fusion layers (cf. Figure 1-(b) ). In this work, we are interested in CCA criteria since they have long been the main workhorse for multi-view learning [11] , [17] , [10] . Empirical results also show that CCA based approaches outperform alter-native ones in the context of deep multi-view representation learning [15] . Directly using CCA as the regularizer makes network training very expensive, which is also incompatible with the mini-batch based stochastic gradient descent (SGD), the commonly used algorithm in deep network training (cf. Section II for a discussion). Inspired by batch normalization [18] , we propose in this paper a novel neuron-wise correlationmaximizing regularizer, and implement the proposed regularizers collectively as a correlation-regularized network layer (CorrReg). CorrReg can be applied to either fully-connected (FC) or convolutional (conv) fusion layers, simply by replacing these layers with their CorrReg versions (cf. Figure 3 for an illustration). CorrReg fusion has the same computational complexity as the plain one does, which is significantly lower than that of CCA regularization.
We note that the fusion layer in a multi-view network of Figure 1 -(b) is computationally equivalent to any hidden layer in a generic deep neural network (DNN), by partitioning neurons of the hidden layer into multiple subsets (cf. Figure 1 -(c) for an illustration). This equivalence suggests a multi-view feature learning perspective of generic DNNs: when considering hidden neurons of generic DNNs as pattern detectors that characterize different patterns of the input data [19] , features learned at each neuron subset of a hidden layer could be considered as a specific view of the input data. Ideally, each of such feature views is to learn salient or discriminative patterns of the input data, which should also be generalizable to unseen data. However, there exists an issue of overfitting, a phenomenon that specific subsets of layer neurons are trained to be co-adapted to certain patterns in the training data, but cannot generalize well on the held-out test data [20] . As suggested by traditional learning theory [21] , the risk of overfitting could be severe for generic DNNs, since modern DNNs have large model capacities and are usually over-parameterized in the sense that they can be trained to fit randomly labelled datasets [22] . Such a risk for generic DNNs can be addressed implicitly by SGD training [23] , [24] , [25] , and explicitly by additional regularization [20] , [18] . Our proposed CorReg takes the second regularization approach: improving correlations of neuron subsets reduces co-adaptation to possibly noisy or irrelevant, subset-specific patterns, and thus alleviates the problem of overfitting. Such a connection with generic DNNs enables us to study CorrReg in the context of regularized network training, and to compare with modern regularization techniques (e.g., Dropout [20] ) for deep multi-view representation learning.
We finally summarize our contributions as follows.
• We study in this work the problem of learning deep representations from multi-view data in end-to-end networks. We take a regularization approach via multi-view learning criteria, and propose a novel, effective, and efficient neuron-wise correlation-maximizing regularizer. We implement our proposed regularizers collectively as a correlation-regularized network layer (CorrReg), which will be made publicly available. CorrReg can be applied to either FC or conv based fusion layers, simply by replacing these layers with their CorrReg versions. CorrReg fusion layer has the same computational complexity as a (a) (b) (c) plain one does, which is significantly lower than that of CCA regularization.
• We consider a multi-view feature learning perspective of generic DNNs, by partitioning neurons of a hidden layer in a generic DNN into multiple subsets. Such a connection with generic DNNs enables us to study deep multiview representation learning in the context of regularized network training, and to compare CorrReg with modern regularization techniques (e.g., Dropout [20] ). We note that such a comparison is largely ignored in existing deep multi-view learning methods.
• To investigate the efficacy of CorrReg for regularization of network training, we conduct control experiments on benchmark image classification [26] using generic DNNs [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] . CorrReg consistently improves performance of these networks. To investigate how CorrReg is useful for practical multi-view learning problems, we conduct experiments of RGB-D object/scene recognition and multi-view based 3D object recognition, using networks with fusion layers that concatenate intermediate features of individual modalities or views for subsequent classification. Applying CorrReg to fusion layers of these networks consistently improves classification performance. In particular, we achieve the new state of the art on the benchmark RGB-D object [31] and RGB-D scene [32] datasets.
II. THE PROPOSED NEURON-WISE CORRELATION-MAXIMIZING REGULARIZERS
In this section, we first use generic DNNs to present our proposed regularization method, and explain how our method is applied to their hidden layers. Our method is readily applied to fusion layers of deep networks that take practical multi-view data, which will be introduced in Section III.
We start with a DNN composed of L FC layers. Denote its network parameters as
, where W l and b l are respectively the weight matrix and bias vector Fig. 2 . Two sub-layers are formed by randomly partitioning the input neurons and the corresponding weights of a network layer into two subsets (Left). For a specified output neuron of the layer, two internal features y 1 = w 1 x 1 and y 2 = w 2 x 2 can be computed from the partition (Right). Blank circles and dashed lines represent one sub-layer, and filled circles and solid lines represent the other.
associated with the l th network layer. In the setting of supervised learning, given M training samples
of categorical data, the network parameters in Θ are optimized by minimizing the empirical risk
, where Loss(·) is a properly chosen loss function, e.g., cross-entropy loss for image classification, and optimization is typically based on SGD or its variants [33] . As discussed in Section I, DNNs of high model capacities are able to learn complex functions but susceptible to overfitting. To remedy, one may apply regularization to reduce their model capacities. Adding regularization to the network training objective results in the following optimization problem
where R(·) is the regularizer to be specified, and λ is a tradeoff parameter.
In this work, we are interested in regularizing network training using CCA based multi-view learning criteria [2] , [15] . More specifically, for a specified l th network layer and a training sample s, denote as x ∈ R n l the feature vector of s computed all the way up from the input layer to the l th layer. The l th layer computes f (z) = f (W x + b) ∈ R n l+1 , where f (·) is an element-wise nonlinear activation function such as ReLU [34] , W ∈ R n l ×n l+1 and b ∈ R n l+1 are the weight matrix and bias vector respectively, and where we omit the superscript l to make the following notations of better clarity. By randomly partitioning n l input neurons/dimensions of the l th layer into two subsets 1 , we get feature subvectors x 1 ∈ R n l 1 and x 2 ∈ R n l 2 from x, and the corresponding weight submatrices
Discussions in Section I suggest that x 1 and x 2 can be analogously considered as two feature views of the input data. The co-adaptation of features in each view is likely to cause network training to pay more attention to the extraction of view-specific patterns, rather than the category related patterns that are desired to be learned by network training. To address this issue and benefit more from both views of the features, one may use CCA criteria to regularize network training, which aim to increase the feature correlations between the 
where I is an identity matrix of compatible size. The data matrices have been assumed centered for simplicity. Applying the above problem to the l th network layer also assumes implicitly that n l+1 ≤ min(n l1 , n l2 ).
When directly using (2) as the regularizer R(·) in (1), network training requires solving (2) with stochastic optimization methods. Unfortunately, as pointed out in [9] , the objective (2) does not easily admit a stochastic optimization due to the involvement of data covariance matrices in the constraints. One may use batch gradient descent to solve (2) . It computes gradients of the correlation objective w.r.t. the CCA projected features W 1 X 1 and W 2 X 2 , which in turn will be used through back-propagation to compute the gradients w.r.t. W 1 and W 2 , and w.r.t. all the network parameters in the layers below [2] . This is expensive as it involves computation of covariance matrices (of W 1 X 1 and W 2 X 2 ), their inverse square roots, and also performing matrix singular value decomposition (SVD). One may nevertheless try minibatch based gradient descent to solve (2) , which, however, may produce singular data covariance matrices; [2] also points out that solving (2) by mini-batch based stochastic optimization empirically gives unsatisfactory results. Given these challenges of directly using CCA as the regularizer R(·), we are motivated to find an alternative way to improve the correlations between the two feature views X 1 and X 2 .
Inspired by batch normalization [18] , we propose to simplify the full CCA regularization in DNNs by considering the following two aspects. Firstly, instead of learning W 1 and W 2 to increase correlations at all the n l+1 dimensions of the resulting features jointly, we propose to learn w 1,i and w 2,i , i ∈ {1, . . . , n l+1 }, independently for each output neuron of the l th layer, where w 1,i and w 2,i are the i th columns of W 1 and W 2 respectively. Note that such a decoupling suggests that the resulting features at the n l+1 dimensions could be correlated, but at the same time the constraint of n l+1 ≤ min(n l1 , n l2 ) is also relaxed, enabling its flexible use in DNNs as tasks demand. Secondly, we use mini-batches of m training samples, rather than all the M ones, to approximate the statistics (i.e., mean and variance) necessary for computing correlations. This second simplification is enabled by the independent neuronwise learning of w 1,i and w 2,i : since in the joint case, the size m of mini-batches is required to be big enough to avoid singularity of covariance matrices.
For a specified output neuron of the l th layer, we first introduce the (scalar) random variables Y 1 and Y 2 whose samples are respectively computed as y 1 = w 1 x 1 and y 2 = w 2 x 2 , as illustrated in Figure 2 , where we omit the neuron index for notational clarity. Given a mini-batch of m training samples, we propose in this work the following neuron-wise correlation-maximizing regularizer
where the scalar is introduced for numerical stability, and
Based on the neuron-wise regularizer (3), we specify the general objective function (1) as the following regularized problem to improve network training
where g indexes the group G of neurons in the network layers that are specified to apply regularization, θ g denotes a subset of network parameters Θ that are involved in the computation of the incoming features of the neuron g, and we have slightly abused the use of notation Corr with that in (3) . Note that θ g and θ g may contain overlapped parameters, i.e., those parameters associated with the common layers below g and g . The main objective (4) can be optimized using SGD or its variants [33] , by sampling mini-batches of training samples in iterative steps. Details are presented shortly. Complexity analysis presented in Section II-A1 shows that compared with standard SGD training, our regularizer (3) increases computation cost only by a constant factor.
A. Correlation-Regularized Network Layer
We still use the illustration in Figure 2 as the running example. In the forward pass of a mini-batch of size m, any output neuron of the l th layer that is specified to apply the regularization (3) computes y , i = 1, . . . , m. These gradients can be derived via multi-variable chain rule, and we give their explicit forms in Appendix A. Note that the later ones are used to compute through back-propagation gradients of the regularizer w.r.t. network parameters in the lower layers that are also involved in the computation of
. We usually apply (3) to all the n l+1 output neurons of the specified l th layer. To make regularized network training efficient, we note that for these n l+1 neurons, their respective internal features and statistics, i.e., {y
For each neuron that is applied the regularization, we have ever introduced trainable scalar parameters v 1 and v 2 to re-scale the internal features y 1 and y 2 , i.e., z = v 1 y 1 + v 2 y 2 + b, which is similar to the scheme introduced in [35] . In our experiments this alternative scheme does not necessarily improve the performance. , and also the corresponding gradients can be computed independently and in parallel. Given the minibatch of layer inputs of the two-view features . In other words, we implement our proposed scheme (3) as a correlation-regularized network layer (CorrReg): in the forward pass, the computation is the same as a standard network layer, i.e., we do not explicitly compute the internal features y 1 = W 1 x 1 and y 2 = W 2 x 2 , and instead we directly compute z = W x + b, followed by element-wise nonlinear activation; in the backward pass, we compute the gradients of the correlation-regularized loss w.r.t. layer weights and layer inputs, which we spell out as
where
can be computed via standard back-propagation. The gradient of the main loss w.r.t. the layer bias vector b can be obtained in the same way.
1) Analysis of Computational Complexity:
We analyze the additional computation cost incurred by imposing CorrReg on a network layer. Consider an l th layer that computes f (z) = f (W x+b) ∈ R n l+1 for a mini-batch of m samples, and that has layer parameters W ∈ R n l ×n l+1 and b ∈ R n l+1 . Assume arithmetic with individual elements has complexity O(1). In the forward pass, the computation for the layer with or without CorrReg is the same, and its complexity is O(mn l n l+1 ). In the backward pass, without using CorrReg the complexity for back-propagating gradients through this layer is O(mn l n l+1 ). By simplifying the gradient formulas given in Appendix A and also writing them in matrix forms, we have the same complexity of O(mn l n l+1 ) when using CorrReg. In summary, the complexity by imposing CorrReg on a network layer increases only by a constant factor. In contrast, using the CCA objective (2) as the regularizer involves computing inverse square root of covariance matrices of the size n l+1 × n l+1 , and also performing SVD for matrix of the same size (one may refer to [2] for gradient formulas of CCA objective); it has the overall complexity of O(mn l n l+1 + mn 2 l+1 + n 3 l+1 ) in the backward pass, which is significantly worse than that of CorrReg.
B. Correlation-Regularized Convolutional Networks
Our proposed CorrReg can regularize both FC and conv layers. As discussed above, for an FC layer computing f (z) = f (W x + b), we apply regularization to the input z of f by performing a random two-way partition on feature dimensions of x, producing two internal features y 1 = W 1 x 1 and y 2 = W 2 x 2 , where the partition is fixed once determined. CorrReg is indeed to improve correlations between each dimension pair of y 1 and y 2 . It is straightforward to extend the above scheme of single two-way partition in CorrReg to its version of multiple two-way partitions. For a specified FC layer, one may simply perform multiple, random two-way partitions on feature dimensions of x; each of them produces their respective internal features, and also their respective gradients w.r.t. layer weights and layer inputs. The overall regularization imposed on this layer can be obtained by averaging the gradients from these multiple two-way partitions. Experiments investigating the efficacy of this scheme of multiple two-way partitions are reported in Section V-A.
For a conv layer, we perform single or multiple random twoway partitions on its input feature maps in the same way as for an FC layer. Each two-way partition produces two internal feature maps (corresponding to y 1 and y 2 in Figure 2 ) for each output feature map of the layer. Although features/observations at nearby locations of an image are generally correlated, we do not explicitly exploit such correlations. Instead, we independently apply regularization at each spatial location/pixel of each output feature map of the layer, so that correlations between the corresponding spatial locations in each pair of the internal feature maps are improved, where regularization is again applied before nonlinear activation. Applying our proposed CorrReg to modern architectures of DNNs (e.g., ConvNets [36] , variants of ResNets [28] , [29] , or DenseNets [30] ) is very simple: one simply replaces FC or conv layers with their CorrReg versions.
III. USE OF CORRREG FUSION IN DEEP REPRESENTATION LEARNING FROM MULTI-VIEW DATA
We present in this section how CorrReg can be readily applied to deep networks that take as inputs data of multiple views/modalities and learn deep representations from them. Different from generic DNNs, these networks by design have lower, parallel streams for data of individual views, and it is natural to apply CorrReg to the fusion layers where features of different views are concatenated for use in the subsequent layers. The fusion layer in such a network is usually based on FC or conv layers. To use CorrReg, one may simply treat output features of two parallel streams as the input twoview features of CorrReg (corresponding to x 1 and x 2 in Section II), and replace the fusion layer with its CorrReg version, resulting in a CorrReg fusion layer. Figure 3 gives the illustration. In the following, we take network architectures used in our RGB-D recognition experiments to instantiate the use of CorrReg fusion.
Our networks for RGB-D object recognition and scene recognition are based on ConvNets [13] and ResNets [28] . Take an 8-layer ConvNet as the example. We modify it by enabling it to take inputs of both RGB and depth channels. The 8-layer ConvNet is composed of two lower, parallel streams followed by an upper, single stream. Outputs of the two lower streams are concatenated as inputs of the upper stream, and CorrReg is applied to the first layer of the upper stream, which thus becomes a CorrReg fusion layer. In this work, we also investigate the effects when the CorrReg fusion layer is at different "heights" (lower, middle, or upper layers) of the network. Figure 5 gives the illustration. Adaptation of ResNets is similar as above. We use such adapted network architectures for experiments of RGB-D object recognition and scene recognition in Section V-B.
IV. RELATIONS WITH EXISTING WORKS
Our proposed CorrReg method is related to four categories of existing research: regularization of generic DNNs, deep learning research that specially focuses on multi-view representation learning, RGB-D object/scene recognition, and multi-view recognition of 3D object shapes. We respectively discuss the relations as follows. Network regularization In the literature of DNNs, various regularization techniques have been proposed to address the issue of overfitting in network training, including the traditional early stopping, weight decay, and data augmentation [37] , and also the more recent Dropout [20] , Dropconnect [38] , batch normalization [18] , and all conv layer based networks [39] , [40] . Among them, Dropout and Dropconnect are most related to our proposed method. In the original proposal of Dropout [20] , each hidden neuron is randomly dropped (usually with a probability of 0.5) at each training iteration, and the network is then updated on weights that are connected to the remaining neurons. During inference, all network weights are used after halving their values. Baldi and Sadowski [41] quantitatively analyze that random operations of dropout training and the associated inference can be understood as a good approximation to the expectation of outputs of a subnetwork ensemble, by introducing a bridging quantity Normalized Weighted Geometric Mean. They further show that the expectation of dropout gradients w.r.t. a network weight is approximately the gradient of the subnetwork ensemble regularized by adaptive weight decay. Wager et al. [42] present alternative interpretation of dropout training as adaptive weight decay by treating dropout as feature noising in generalized linear models. Analysis similar to [41] can be applied to Dropconnect [38] by randomly dropping weight connections rather than network neurons.
Dropout and Dropconnect achieve regularization by first sampling features/subnetworks (of shared weights), and then averaging over outputs of the subnetwork ensemble. Different from them, our CorrReg scheme explicitly increases the correlations between (internal) features of different views, and regularization is achieved by suppressing view-specific noisy patterns. We empirically show in this work the usefulness of CorrReg in improving network training, and leave its theoretical connections with classical regularization to future research. Note that a few recent methods of network regularization explicitly reduce correlations across dimensions of the output features of a layer [43] , or achieve similar effects by enforcing orthogonality of the layer weight matrix [44] , [45] . These methods impose regularization complementary to our proposed CorrReg, and we are interested in the investigation of their combined use in future research.
Deep multi-view representation learning Recent deep multiview representation learning methods include those based on CCA [2] , [15] , [46] and those based on auto-encoders (AE) [3] . AE based methods typically learn a shared bottleneck layer on top of lower view-specific layers, and the learned joint representation at the bottleneck layer is used for reconstruction of multiple views. Deep CCA [2] directly applies CCA to the output layers of two deep networks, so that the learned networks can produce maximally correlated features at the output layers. Wang et al. [15] extend deep CCA as Deep Canonically Correlated Auto-Encoders, by balancing the correlation objective between the two views with their respective reconstruction objectives.
Most of existing deep multi-view learning works take a two-stage strategy for the final tasks of interest: they first learn from data of multiple views/modalities deep features in a common space, and then use the learned features in the common space either to train classifiers for multi-view or across-view classification, or to reconstruct data of missing views. In contrast, our use of correlation based multi-view learning is to regularize training of end-to-end networks, where parameters that project multi-view data into a common space are exactly those of an intermediate network layer.
RGB-D object and scene recognition RGB-D object recognition [47] , [48] , [8] , [49] has drawn research attention recently as a typical application of multi-view learning. Lai et al. [31] collect the first large-scale, hierarchial RGB-D object dataset using a Kinect camera; they show that depth information substantially helps object recognition, by concatenating handcrafted depth features (e.g., spin images [50] ) with those of RGB ones, and using the concatenated features for classification. In [16] , a hierarchical learning model of Convolutional and Recursive Neural Networks (CNNs and RNNs) are proposed, where CNNs are used for learning low-level features and RNNs with random weights for efficiently extracting higher-order features; this combined model is applied to RGB and depth images separately, and the resulting features are concatenated for classification.
Eitel et al. [48] propose a multi-modal deep learning architecture for RGB-D object recognition, which fuses, via feature concatenation, outputs of two parallel streams of modalityspecific subnetworks (composed of conv and FC layers), and uses two additional FC layers for feature transformation and softmax classification; the whole network is trained via standard back-propagation with no consideration of multiview learning/regularization criteria. Built on top of two parallel streams of ResNets (after removing their respective last layers of classifier) [28] , a Correlated and Individual Multi-modal (CIM) learning layer is proposed in [51] ; CIM aims to learn, in a discriminative and complementary manner, both correlated and modality-specific features from output vectors of the two ResNets, where "correlation" is measured by the Euclidean distance between projected features of the two ResNets' outputs; parameters of the whole network in [51] are updated in an alternating manner: those of the two lower streams of ResNets are updated after updating of the CIM parameters (projection matrices) converges. In [52] , a deep learning framework termed MDSI-CNN is proposed to learn highly discriminative and spatially invariant multi-modal feature representations at different hierarchical levels, which is technically achieved by introducing spatial transformer network [53] and Fisher encoding into CNN architectures. The problem of RGB-D image classification with limited training samples is addressed in [54] . It takes a domain adaptation approach and enforces the prediction consistency between two classifiers that are respectively learned either from the combined RGB and depth features or from the RGB features alone. Results on RGB-D object recognition show the efficacy of the proposed approach.
Methods for RGB-D scene recognition [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] largely follow those of RGB-D object recognition. In particular, multi-modal deep architectures similar to that of [48] are still the main workhorse to get good recognition performance. We also use such a type of networks for RGB-D recognition, but with our proposed CorrReg fusion layers that have in-built neuron-wise correlation regularization. Training of CorrReg fusion based networks has no difference from standard back-propagation. Multi-view recognition of 3D object shapes Recent research shows that multi-view images are of a promising representation for recognition of 3D object shapes. Given a 3D object model (mesh), multiple 2D images can be rendered by placing virtual cameras around the object, and recognition is based on the rendered 2D images of multiple views. Among recent methods, MVCNN [59] is a representative one that uses parallel streams of conv layers to extract features from individual views, and then aggregates these features as a global signature simply via max pooling across different views. Subsequent works improve over MVCNN by strengthening interaction among feature learning of individual views. For example, MHBN [60] uses harmonized bilinear pooling to aggregate local features, and GVCNN [61] proposes a groupview framework to model correlations among different views at a hierarchy of multiple levels. In this work, we adapt the architectural design of MVCNN by incorporating into it CorrReg fusion layers. We use such an adapted architecture to verify the usefulness of CorrReg for multi-view based 3D object recognition.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first present control experiments of image classification to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed CorrReg for regularization of network training. We use generic DNNs including ConvNet (LeNet) [27] , and modern deep architectures of ResNet [28] , Wide ResNet [29] , DenseNet [30] , and ResNeXt [62] . These experiments are conducted on the benchmark datasets of CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [26] , and ImageNet [63] . We then present experiments of RGB-D object/scene recognition and multi-view 3D object recognition to evaluate the usefulness of CorrReg for practical multi-view learning problems. We use the benchmark datasets of RGB-D object [31] , RGB-D scene [32] , and ModelNet40 [64] for these experiments, and compare with the state-of-the-art results. We use cross-entropy loss to train all these networks. Training is based on SGD with momentum. Without mentioning otherwise, we use mini-batches of size 128, momentum of 0.9, and weight decay of 0.0001; network parameters are initialized using Gaussian random weights; batch normalization is applied, before ReLU nonlinearity, in all networks to accelerate their training. In each experiment, the initial learning rate, the value of λ in (4), and also the dropping rate of Dropout (when using Dropout regularization) are determined by using 10% of training samples as the validation set. As (4) suggests, we use constant λ values for all neurons that are specified to apply CorrReg. Learning rates are decayed at the rate of 0.1 when learning curves plateau. Our implementation and experiments are based on the Torch library [65] .
A. Control Experiments of Image Classification
We use the CIFAR-10 dataset for our controlled studies on a plain ConvNet (a variant of LeNet [27] ). The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 10 object categories of 60, 000 color images of size 32 × 32 (50, 000 training and 10, 000 testing ones). We follow [66] and preprocess the data using global contrast normalization and ZCA whitening. Our used LeNet variant consists of 3 conv layers (the first one is the input layer), followed by 3 FC layers (the last one is the output layer). Max or average pooling layers are applied after each conv layer. More layer specifics are given in Appendix B.
We first investigate the regularization effects when applying CorrReg to different network layers. To this end, we replace each of the network layers (except the input one), namely Conv2, Conv3, FC4, FC5, and FC6, with their CorrReg versions respectively, and compare the recognition performance. As indicated in Section II-B, the scheme of multiple (random) two-way partitions can be used when applying CorrReg to any network layer. We also investigate how different numbers nReg of two-way partitions in CorrReg achieve regularization, for which we set nReg = 1, 3, 5, or 10. Note that when nReg = 1, we use the first half neurons/feature maps of the layer as a subset, and use the other half as the second subset; when nReg > 1, regularization is achieved by averaging over those of the multiple two-way partitions. We run experiments of each setting (the layer/nReg pair) for 5 times, and report results in the format of mean (standard deviation). Error rates reported in Table I tell that applying CorrReg, with any number nReg of two-way partitions, to these layers consistently achieves performance boost over the LeNet variant baseline. In general, CorrReg is more effective for (upper) FC layers; this is reasonable since a densely connected FC layer contains much more trainable parameters than a conv layer does, and is thus more susceptible to overfitting. Setting nReg > 1 sometimes helps in getting even better results, but at the cost of slightly increased computation. In the subsequent experiments, we simply set nReg = 1 for computational efficiency.
As a technique for regularization of network training, CorrReg is related to the methods [20] , [38] , [18] discussed in Section IV, in particular Dropout [20] . To compare CorrReg with Dropout, we apply them to the FC5 layer of LeNet variant. Since their working mechanisms are different, one might be also interested in using them together. Table II reports the comparative results. CorrReg achieves improvement comparable to that of Dropout, where the dropping rate is optimally set as 0.2 by tuning from the range of (0, 1) on the validation set. Using CorrReg together with Dropout further improves the performance, showing the complementary regularization benefit of CorrReg to that of Dropout. CorrReg achieves regularization via improving correlations between the internal features produced by two-way partition of a layer, which suggests a natural alternative that halves the number of layer neurons. Halving the number of layer neurons reduces the model capacity and creates "bottlenecking" of information flow, thus implicitly imposing regularization.
Oppositely, one may be also interested in alternatives that increase the number of layer neurons with varying factors. To investigate the efficacy of CorrReg for models with different capacities, we apply these alternatives again to the FC5 layer of LeNet variant. Results in Table III show that larger models perform better than smaller ones do, and applying our proposed CorrReg to larger models further improves the performance. We also compute in Table III the averaged (pair-wise) correlation among features of training samples learned at different layer neurons, in order to understand how network capacities relate to the behavior of feature correlations across layer neurons and how CorrReg plays a role here as a regularization. Results show that as the numbers of layer neurons increase, feature correlations between layer neurons increase, and applying CorrReg further enhances this effect. CorrReg is a neuron-wise scheme of CCA regularization. One might be interested in the performance when using CCA as the regularizer. To this end, we apply the CCA objective (2) as a regularizer to the FC5 layer of the LeNet variant, where regularization parameter is set as 1e −6 by optimally tuning on the validation set. Computational complexity of CCA regularization is significantly worse than that of CorrReg, and Table IV shows that it practically consumes more time per iteration of SGD training (measured on an M40 GPU and Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.2 GHz). Although CCA regularization improves performance over that of plain LeNet variant, its results with different sizes of mini-batches are worse than those of CorrReg; we hypothesize that this is because optimization of CCA objective (particularly the constraints in (2)) is incompatible with SGD based network training.
The penalty parameter λ in (4) controls the amount of regularization that CorrReg imposes on network training. To investigate how performance of CorrReg depends on λ values, we use 10% of training samples as validation, and apply CorrReg to different layers of the LeNet variant (i.e., the settings of Table I with nReg = 1) using a range of λ values. Results are plotted in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows that smaller values of λ are usually better when applying CorrReg to (lower) conv layers, and larger values of λ are usually better for (upper) FC layers. This is reasonable due to two compound reasons: (1) when applying CorrReg to an upper network layer, larger values of λ are needed in order to back-propagate the regularization for better learning of features/parameters of all the layers below; (2) conv layers already have intrinsic regularization via weight sharing. This inconsistency of optimal λ values across different network layers makes use of CorrReg less convenient. Fortunately, results in this section suggest that 
1) Results on Modern Deep Architectures:
We further investigate the regularization effects of CorrReg on modern deep architectures. For the datasets of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we use the representative architectures of ResNet [68] , Wide ResNet [29] , and DenseNet [30] . The CIFAR-100 dataset is an adaptation of CIFAR-10, consisting of 100 object categories of 60, 000 color images. We use simple data augmentation following [67] : during training, we zero-pad 4 pixels along each image side, and sample a 32 × 32 region crop from the padded image or its horizontal flip; during testing, we simply use the original non-padded image. Our use of ResNet, Wide ResNet, and DenseNet for the CIFAR datasets is as follows: we use a pre-activation ResNet [68] of 68 weight layers, whose layer specifics are given in Appendix B; we use the exactly same top-performing architecture of "WRN-28-10" as in [29] ; we also use the exactly same top-performing architecture of "DenseNet-BC" (with the growth rate k = 40) as in [30] . These architectures commonly aggregate features of lower layers via a top global average pooling layer, followed by a final FC layer of classification. For each network, we follow the empirical rule established in Section V-A and apply CorrReg to the final FC layer. We fix λ of CorrReg as 5e −3 for all the three networks. We train ResNet and Wide ResNet for a total of 160 epochs; learning rates are initialized as 0.1, and decay after 80 and 120 epoches of training. For DenseNet, we follow [30] and train for an extended duration of 300 epochs, using mini-batches of size 64. All other training hyperparameters are the same as described in the beginning of Section V (not necessarily the same as used in [68] , [29] , [30] ). To compare with Dropout regularization, we use two schemes (denoted as Dropout-S1 and Dropout-S1S2 respectively): scheme 1 applies Dropout to (inputs of) the final FC layer of each network, which is the same as our use of CorrReg; scheme 2 follows the way in [29] and additionally applies Dropout to (inputs of) the second one of the two conv layers in each residual block of these networks. Dropping rates are tuned on the validation set with the optimal one set as 0.2. We also try CorrReg together with the above scheme 2 (denoted as CorrReg-DropoutS2), to compare fairly with Dropout regularization. Results in Table V show that Dropout-S1S2 improves over Dropout-S1 by providing additional regularization, especially for the CIFAR-100 dataset that contains much fewer training samples per category than CIFAR-10 does. When applying to the top FC layer alone, our proposed CorrReg consistently outperforms Dropout-S1. Moreover, the best results are obtained by CorrReg-DropoutS2 that has the combined benefit of CorrReg and Dropout regularization.
For the ImageNet dataset, we use the representative architectures of ResNet [28] , Wide ResNet [29] , and ResNeXt [62] (more specifically, the "ResNet-101", and the top-performing "WRN-50-2-bottleneck" and "ResNeXt-101 (64×4d)" of these architectures). For data augmentation, we adopt the same scheme as in [28] : during training, we randomly sample a 224 × 224 region crop from an image or its horizontal flip; during testing, we use a single crop of size 224×224. Learning rates are initialized as 0.1, and decay by a factor of 0.1 at 50% and 75% of the total 90 training epochs, using mini-batches of size 256. For each network, we again apply CorrReg to the top FC layer, using a fixed λ value of 1e −3 . We also apply Dropout to (inputs of) the same FC layers of these networks, where dropping rate is again set as 0.2. Remarks We note that experiments in this section are not intended to compare with the best results on the benchmark image classification datasets. They are to show the efficacy of our proposed CorrReg for regularization of network training: even though input data are from the same source, intermediate features may be learned to be overfitting to view-specific patterns. CorrReg effectively regularizes network training so that the final task of classification can collaboratively benefit from all feature views.
B. RGB-D Object and Scene Recognition
In this section, we use RGB-D object dataset [31] and SUN RGB-D scene dataset [32] to investigate the efficacy of CorrReg for practical problems of multi-view learning. The RGB-D object dataset contains 207, 920 RGB-D video frames of 51 classes of 300 object instances captured from different views, with roughly 600 frames per object instance. We sample these videos by every 5 th frame of each video. We use the 10 random dataset splits provided by [31] , with each split containing different object instances of all the 51 classes. For these splits, there are on average about 34, 000 images for training and 6, 900 images for testing. This dataset is intensively used for comparative studies of alternative baselines, investigation of our proposed method under different settings, and also for robustness test against contamination of input data. SUN RGB-D scene dataset is a benchmark suite for indoor scene understanding, including 10, 355 RGB-D images. For scene recognition, we follow [32] and select the 19 most common categories, each of which has at least 80 RGB-D images in the dataset; we then divide the data into training and test sets, giving 4, 845 images for training and 4, 659 ones for testing. For both RGB-D object and SUN RGB-D datasets, we compute surface normal (SN) [69] from each depth image as input depth features.
1) Comparative Studies of Alternative Baselines:
Our comparative studies of alternative baselines for RGB-D object recognition are based on adaptations of an 8-layer ConvNet. The adaptations consist of two lower, parallel streams followed by one upper, single stream, whose model architectures are shown in Figure 5 and whose layer parameters (numbers of feature maps, filter sizes, etc) are given in Appendix B. RGB and depth/SN images are respectively taken as inputs of the two lower streams, whose outputs are concatenated as inputs of the upper stream. We term such adapted networks as RGB-Depth ConvNets. In this work, we investigate the effects of concatenating features of the two lower streams at different "heights" (lower, middle, or upper layers) of RGBDepth ConvNets, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Alternative to RGB-Depth ConvNets are plain ConvNets that consist of one of the two lower streams of RGB-Depth ConvNets and the upper stream, as shown in Figure 5 . Such plain ConvNets can be used for both RGB and depth images, and we term them as RGB ConvNet and Depth ConvNet respectively.
The above networks suggest several baseline methods for RGB-D object recognition. In particular, given existence of both RGB and depth images during training and test phases, one may separately train RGB ConvNet or Depth ConvNet using single-modal images, and use the trained models for single-modal inference. Alternatively, one may use the above RGB-Depth ConvNets that concatenate features of individual modalities at different heights for multi-modal training and inference. To train these baseline networks, we use common data augmentation practices on the RGB-D object dataset: we first re-scale each training image to the size of 150 × 150, from which or the horizontal flip of which we randomly crop a region of the size 143 × 143. The learning rate is initialized as 0.01 and decays by a factor of 0.1 when learning curves plateau. Table VII shows that while concatenating features at lower or middle layers of RGB-Depth ConvNets is not effective, feature concatenation at an upper layer of RGBDepth ConvNet achieves improved performance over singlemodal networks. The above baselines fuse multi-modal features via direct concatenation. Discussions in Section I suggest that one may apply network regularization at fusion to help collaboratively learn from multi-view features, which includes existing methods such as Dropout [20] , and also our proposed CorrReg that explicitly leverages multi-view learning criteria. More specifically, we apply CorrReg to the first layer of the upper stream of RGB-Depth ConvNet that concatenates multi-view features at upper "height", making it become a CorrReg fusion layer, or alternatively apply Dropout to inputs of the first layer of the upper stream. As noted in Section IV, an approximate measure of correlation is used in [51] that simply computes the (squared) Euclidean distance between features of individual views. We also consider this simple correlation measure as a baseline regularizer of (1), and term such a method as L2Regu. We compare with L2Regu by applying it to the same first layer of the upper stream of RGB-Depth ConvNet. We set the λ value of CorrReg as 1e −1 , the same penalty parameter of L2Regu as 1e −1 , and the dropping rate of Dropout as 0.5, which are determined by tuning on the validation set. Results in Table VII 2) Robustness against Contamination of Input Data: An important property of multi-view learning is that inference should be less influenced when input data are contaminated [70] . In this section, we simulate such testing scenarios by adding random occlusion blocks to input RGB and depth images. Occlusion blocks are obtained by setting pixel values of the occluded regions as 0. We use the trained networks in Section V-B1 for these investigations. Table IX reports comparative results under different sizes of random occlusion. Compared with RGB ConvNet and Depth ConvNet, direct feature concatenation using RGB-Depth ConvNet may not provide better robustness against contamination of input data. RGB-Depth ConvNet with our proposed CorrReg improves the robustness, and performs consistently better than plain RGBDepth ConvNet and the one with Dropout do.
3) Comparisons with the state of the art: State-of-theart results on RGB-D object recognition are obtained by using either advanced base models (e.g., ResNets [28] ) with parameters pre-trained on ImageNet [51] , or advanced feature encoding scheme [52] . We follow [51] and use two ResNet-50 [28] (after removing its last FC layer of classifier) as the lower, parallel streams, whose 2048-dimensional output feature vectors are concatenated as the input vector of a FC based CorrReg fusion layer, followed by the last layer of 51-way classifier. The two lower streams respectively take RGB and SN images as inputs. We term such a constructed network as RGB-Depth ResNet. For data augmentation, we follow [49] by first re-scaling training images to the size of 256×256, and then randomly cropping regions of the size 224 × 224 from them or their horizontal flips. RGB-Depth ResNet is fine-tuned with the initial learning rates of 0.0001 for the lower streams and 0.01 for the upper stream. We use mini-batches of size 64, and set the λ value of CorrReg as 1e −1 and the dropping rate of Dropout as 0.8. Other training hyperparameters are the same as described in the beginning of Section V. 
Methods Accuracy
Nonlinear SVM [31] 83.9 ± 3.5
CKM [71] 86.4 ± 2.3 CNN-RNN [16] 86.8 ± 3.3
upgraded HMP [69] 87.5 ± 2.9
MMSS [49] 88.5 ± 2.2
Fus-CNN [48] 91.3 ± 1.4
CIMDL-ResNet [51] 92.4 ± 1.8
MDSI-CNN [52] 92.8 ± 1. Note that the method [51] uses the same ImageNet pretrained base models (i.e., ResNet-50) as we do. It is interesting to observe in Table X that our result of RGB-Depth ResNet that concatenates RGB and depth features directly is better than those from most of existing methods. Regularizing RGBDepth ResNet with either Dropout or CorrReg further improves the result, with CorrReg achieving better improvement. Using CorrReg together with Dropout achieves the new state of the art of 93.6%.
4) Results on RGB-D Scene Recognition:
In this section, we report experiments of RGB-D scene recognition on the SUN RGB-D dataset [32] . We use the same network architectures and training manners as in Section V-B3, with the only difference that replaces the 51-way softmax classifiers with the 19-way ones. Results in Table XI tell that RGBDepth ResNet using simple feature concatenation outperforms existing methods that have complicated feature fusion schemes and/or training criteria. Regularizing RGB-Depth ResNet with CorrReg and/or Dropout further improves the result to the new state of the art. [32] .
Methods Accuracy
GIST + RBF Kernel SVM [32] 23.0
Place-CNN + Linear SVM [32] 37.2
Place-CNN + RBF Kernel SVM [32] 39.0 SSCNN [55] 41.3
DMFF [72] 41.5
MDSI-CNN [52] 45.2 FV-CNN [56] 48.1
RGB-D-CNN(wSVM) [57] 52.4
BilinearCNN [58] 55.5 
C. Multi-view Recognition of 3D Object Shapes
We conduct experiments of multi-view 3D object recognition on the ModelNet40 dataset [64] to investigate the efficacy of CorrReg for practical problems with data of more than two views. The ModelNet40 dataset contains 12, 311 CAD models (meshes) of 40 object categories, with 9, 843 models for training and 2, 468 ones for testing. To prepare images of multiple views from each object model, we follow the 1 st camera set-up in [59] and assume that each model is upright oriented; 12 virtual cameras, pointing towards the model centroid, are evenly distributed (with intervals of 30 degrees) around a horizontal circle that is elevated 30 degrees from the ground plane; 2D images are rendered from these 12 camera views.
Based on a very simple architecture of MVCNN [59] for multi-view based 3D object recognition, where features of individual views extracted from lower, parallel layer streams are aggregated via feature-wise max pooling, we design a Multiview Fusion Network (MvFusionNet) as shown in Figure  6 . By pairing neighboring views, MvFusionNet re-organizes feature vectors of individual views from lower streams into an equal number of pairs of feature vectors. Each of such pairs is then fed into a fusion layer where CorrReg can also be applied to form a CorrReg fusion layer. Featurewise max pooling is subsequently applied to outputs of these fusion layers, and MvFusionNet ends with a FC layer of classifier. We investigate here whether CorrReg is helpful for feature aggregation of different views by regularizing such a constructed MvFusionNet.
Lower streams of MvFusionNet are adapted from ResNet-101 [28] that is pre-trained on ImageNet [51] . To train MvFusionNet, we use a mini-batch of 16 (i.e., 16 × 12 = 192 images); the learning rates start at 0.001 and decay at the rate of 0.1 when learning curves plateau. The penalty λ of CorrReg is set as 5e −4 . We report in Table XII results of MvFusionNet without or with CorrReg regularization, where we also compare with recent state-of-the-art results [73] , [60] , [61] on ModelNet40 whose multi-view images are prepared following the same style of 1 st camera set-up in [59] (i.e., 12 camera views pointing towards upright orientation of object models). Due to varying architectural designs, network optimizers, and feature aggregation schemes, results of different methods in Table XII may not be directly comparable; nevertheless, it confirms the efficacy of CorrReg for better feature learning and aggregation from multiple views of 3D object shapes. We note that results of multi-view based methods on ModelNet40 depend heavily on how multi-view images are prepared by positioning virtual cameras on a sphere enclosing the object model. For example, the current best result on ModelNet40 is obtained in [74] by selecting camera set-ups from a much richer set of camera positioning and viewpoints. We expect our results can also be boosted by using multi-view images rendered from these optimal camera set-ups. 
Methods
Accuracy MVCNN [59] 89.9 (90.1, 80 views)
Pairwise [75] 90.7
Dominant Set Clustering [73] 92.2 (93.0, 24 views) MHBN [60] 93.4 (94.1, 6 views) GVCNN [61] 92.6 (93.1, 8 views)
MvFusionNet
93.9
MvFusionNet with CorrReg 95.4
VI. CONCLUSION
We study in this paper deep multi-view learning in the context of regularized network training. We take a regularization approach via multi-view learning criteria, and propose a novel, effective, and efficient neuron-wise correlation-maximizing regularizer. We also implement such regularizers collectively as a correlation-regularized network layer (CorrReg). CorrReg can be applied to either FC or conv based fusion layers that concatenate intermediate features of individual views. Controlled experiments of benchmark image classification show that CorrReg consistently improves performance of various modern deep architectures. Applying CorrReg to multi-modal deep networks achieves the new state of the art on the benchmark RGB-D object and scene recognition datasets. In future research, we are interested in applying CorrReg to other multi-view learning problems of practical interest.
